NORWAY
A speech delivered in the house of commons
april ii, 1940
8. While German transports are already on their way to
Scandinavia, Britain mines Norwegian waters.
April 9. Germany invades Norway and Denmark. The latter does
not resist.
April 10. First battle of Narvik letween British and German
destroyers.
[April ii? 1940.
1
AM sure I shall receive the indulgence of the House if by
any chance there should be some minor error in fact or detail
in the statement I am going to make, or if it has not received
that thorough and prolonged preparation which I have always
endeavoured to give to any observations I have had to offer to
the House. We are working uSder very sharp pressure in these
times, and I have been most anxious to give the House the fullest
possible information agreeable with the public interest; that being
the strongly expressed direction and desire which I have received
from the Prime Minister and my colleagues in the Cabinet.
The strange and unnatural calm of the last few weeks was
violently broken on Monday morning by the German invasion of
Norway and Denmark. This crime had, of course, been long and
elaborately prepared, and it was actually set in motion in the last
week of March. For several months past we have received
information of large numbers of German merchant ships being
fitted as transports and of numerous small vessels being assembled
in various Baltic ports and, also, in the mouths of the river Elbe.
But no one could tell when or against what peaceful country they
would be used. Holland, Denmark, Norway and Sweden were,
as it seemed, all equally liable to a sudden, brutal, capricious and,
in any case, unprovoked attack. Which would be selected as the
first victims or when the blow would be struck remained,
inevitably, a matter of pure speculation.
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